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Wrap-over forks, bar forks and 
chisel forks  
High flexibility and efficiency - the different Logitrans 
fork styles can easily carry and lift different pallets.

The forks can readily be fitted on all Logiflex models 
with an adjustable carriage. The forks can easily be 
exchanged with one of the many quick shift options, 
offered by Logitrans.

A wide range of optional extras ensures optimum 
utilisation of the Logiflex - the same Logiflex can be 
fitted with the quick shift products from Logitrans, 
such as boom, crane arm, platform, reel spindle, 
reel clamp and drum turner.

High quality is ensured through an extended test 
programme and in cooperation with experts in 
Health and Safety.

LOGIFLEX FORK STYLES
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Technical Specifications
Wrap-over forks: Light forks for  
ordinary pallet handling.
Bar forks: Narrow forks for entry 
widths, narrower than those on a Euro-
pallet. 
Chisel forks: Thin forks for low heights 
under the load to be raised. The forks can be fitted on all 

Logiflex models with and without 
straddle legs. 

With the quick shift system, it is 
easy and quick to carry through 
exchange between forks and 
optional extras.

Quick shift options: Crane arm, 
boom, platform, reel spindle, 
reel clamp and drum turner.

LOGIFLEX FORK STYLES

We also offer tailor-made solutions. 
Please ask for further information or visit our website www.logitrans.com

Product (measured in mm) Fork carriage: 810 mm*** Fork carriage: 946 mm

Fork style
Wrap-over Bar Chisel Wrap-over Bar Chisel

Size of wheel Ø85 Ø85

Fork span b5 350-920 230-800 230-800 530-1050 420-930 420-930

Fork span - a b5 876-920 750-800 750-800 876-1050 750-930 750-930

Fork span - b b5 560 230-300 230-300 560

Lowered fork height h13 65 65 40 65 65 40

Lowered fork height - a h13 65 65 40 65 65 40

Lowered fork height - b h13 90 65 40

Fork dimensions 163x61 100x60 100x35 163x61 100x60 100x35

Adjustable fork carriage for Logiflex stackers  
without straddle legs:

Adjustable fork carriage for Logiflex stackers  
with straddle legs:

*  Standard carriage for LF MINI and ELF with capacity 1000 kg and lifting height 920 and 1650 mm.
* * Standard carriage for Logiflex straddle stackers with wrap-over forks.
*** Standard carriage for Logiflex straddle stackers with bar and chisel forks. 
 Standard carriage for Logiflex stackers without straddle legs (but fork carriage 440 mm for LF MINI and ELF with capacity 1000 kg and lifting height 920 and 1650 mm).

Product (measured in mm) Fork carriage: 440 mm* Fork carriage: 690 mm**

Fork style
Wrap-over Bar Chisel Wrap-over Bar Chisel

Size of wheel Ø85 Ø85

Fork span b5 350-560 230-430 230-430 350-800 230-680 230-680

Fork span - a b5
Fork span - b b5 560 230-300 230-300 560 230-300 230-300

Lowered fork height h13 85 85 60 65 65 40

Lowered fork height - a h13
Lowered fork height - b h13 85 85 60 65 65 40

Fork dimensions 163x61 100x60 100x35 163x61 100x60 100x35


